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Moral philosophy: 
The critique of capitalism 
and the problem of ideology 

POINTS OP CONTACT BETWEEN MAllXISM AND 

MOJlAL PHILOSOPHY 

Marxism bas made two major contributions to recent moml philoso
phy. The first has been to stimulate a deep and wide-ranging discus
sion of ~e moral ~tatus of capitalism, provoked by the attempt to 
determine whether-the Maaian critique of capitalism is a moral 
critique and, if so, on what moral ideal the ~tiquc is based. The 
second bas been to force moral philosophers to confront the problem 
of ideology. Before sketching out the shape of these contributions 
and the lessons they bring, let 118 briefly consider what it is abQut 
Mamsm and about moral philosophy that makes each subject to the 
concerns of the other. 

First let 118 look at Mam.sm, which aims to be a scientific theory 
of social &yBtems. Although Maa devoted the ~jor portion of his 
writings to. the analysis of ori.e type of social system - capitalism.
he tried to develop a science of history, an explanation of how soci
eties arise," persist, and dttUoc. And ·Marx predicted that capital
ism's day would end with a revolution that would supplant it with 
communism. But Marxism is more than observation,- analysis, and 
prediction. Marx was no neutral observer, no scholarly wallflower. 
His allegiance was to the working masses whose efforts wring from 
natme the conditions necessmy for the survival and flouriahing-of 
every society, and he matched bis written work with political activ
ism. Moreover, Marx's partisanship is inextricable &om his theoreti
cal writings. He sees capitalism as e:xplaitative, a term that suggests 
moral condemnation, and in the Communist Manifesto. Marx and 
Engels endorse the revolution that is to replace capitalism. with com-
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munism: "The proletarians have nothing to los~ but their chains. 
They have a world to win. Working men of all countries, unite!" 
(Mau:, 1974b: 98). 

Marxism is an "engaged science," a theory-that invites partisan 
political practice. This is not to say- as some Marxists and non· -
Maa:i.sts have thought - that Marxism starts with a moral rejection 
of capitalism and then theorizes about capitalism in~ to support 
that rejection. Such a procedure is worse than intellectually dishon· 
est; it is seli--destructive. One cannot choose one's theory of how the 
worid works in mder to support one's preexisting moral beliefs 
about what should be done. That would be like a doctor deciding 
that a patient has a certain disease because it requires the treatment 
that the doctor prefers to administer. If we care about people enough 
to care about doing the right thing for them, then we must first find 
out what their real situation is before we can propose any coutse of 
action, be it revolution or nose drops. And Marxism is no exception 
to this. It tries to be objective science and then, in light of its find. 
ings, to promote those actions that will serve the working masses. 

Marxism•s practical and partisan nature is what brings it into 
contact with moral philosophy. First of all, mon.l philosophy is 
needed to determine whether the Marxian condemnation of capital· 
ism is a moral condemnation. Sometimes las with the term-exploita· 
ti.on already referred to) MaJX's language strongly suggests moral 
condemnation, whereas other times Maa suggests that morality is 
irrelevant or worse (a veiled defense of the status ·quo). Does Marx· 
ism condemn capitalism because of a moral principle in terms of 
which capitalism could be held to be evil from a disinterested stand· 
point, or does the condemnation simply reflect concem for the ~· 
interest of the workersl This question is of more than theoretical 
interest. If the condemnation of capitalism is moral condeumarion, 
then we can apect that many who are privileged in capitalism. 
(better--off workers as well as comfortable intellectuals) may be 
moved to work against it. If the condemnation is ~ based on a 
moral principle, however, but only on the interests of_ the workers, 
then it invites everyone to protect his or her own interests. And few 
people will be bad enough off to find it in their interests to risk what 
they have, in a violent revolution, based on a speculative future that 
they may not live to see. . . 

Moreover, if it turns out that Marxism does base its practical 
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proposals on .a moral principle, then moral philosophy will be 
needed to determine whether the principle is appropriate the con• 
demnation sound, and the_ practical implications validly ~wn. And 
for this we shall have to know what sort of moral ideal the principle 
represents. Does Marxism condemn capitalism because it is unjust 
and call for communism because it is just, or does capitalism fail to 
reach and communism embody some moral ideal that is 80 to 
speak, "beyond justice"? ' 

Consider now how moral philosophy is vulnerable to the cballenire 
of Marxism. Moral philosophy is the study of the logic and thefnn~. 
tions of moral principles. By moral prm.ci.ples, I mean propositions 
ab~twhatismorallyrightorwrong(todolormorallygoodorbad(to 
bring about). IAs the parenthetical phrases hint, :right or wrong .are 
normally used in regard to actions and good or bad in regard to out• 
comes. I shall, however, for simplicity'~ sake, generally use the posi
tive teims interchangeably, and likewise for the negative ones.) 
"Thou shalt not _kill," "do unto others as you would have others do 
unto YoU." "avoid harm.," and "promote human happiness" are com• 
mon examples of. moral principles. But it remains to say what it is 
about such principles that makes them moral Because that is what 
moral philosophers struggle at length to do and about which they 
continue to disagree, I shall not pretend to complete the job here. I 
shall instead limit myself to ~tifying two features of moral claims 
that are relevant to the link between moral philosophy and Marxism. 
We are helped by the-fact that morality is something that everyone 
generally understands, even if h~ or she cannot deBne it. 

If you think that you should not lie because lying is morally 
wrong, then you must nonnally think that you should not lie even if 
you will benefit from lying and even if you can get away with it. 
APJ>eals to morality are different, then, from appeals to self•interest. 
In fact, appeals to morality are generaJly·thought to appeal, so to 
speak, over the hBD.d of self-interest. It is far from clear how this 
works, as people are generally inclined to pursue their own interests 
lin health or wealth or whatever else makes them happy). Nonethe
less, people do seem to respond to moral claims frequently enough 
in ways that frustrate or sacriflce their interests. Somehow morality 
seems to strike at our conceptions of ourselves. There is something 
deeply wrong with being immoral;. it seems to imply a kind of failure 
at being human - a failure that is different from, say, failing to 
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achieve some goal like losing weight or winning popularity. Some
how being immoral seems· to mean that one is less worthy of re~t 
or love ·less worthy even.of s81.f-respect or self-love. Accordingly, 
morali;,. is·(or at least can often be) a powcrlul moti~ator, ins~ 
people to put aside or even sacriflce their own self-mterest m the 
name of doing-what is right. . 

But morality could not make a claim on us that overrides our own 
self-interest if it simply represented the self-interest of someone 
else or even of some other group. For example, if you found out that 
s~ was urging you to tell the truth only because he or she 
stood to benefit from information that he _or she could there~ get 
from you that would subvert the :mom! nature of the claim. If you 
learned th.at "Thou shalt not steal" was only a slogan promoted by 
store owners to reduce their losses &om shoplifting, it would ~t 
you no di£ferently than would anything else ~ts~ owners did to 
increase their profit maigins. Your own self-mterest has as much 
claim aa anyone else's. If you are required to sacri&e your ~~ s~
interest (say, by not stealing when you could get away with 1t), !t 
must be for some better reason t1ian simply to serve someone else s 
self-interest (by increasing his or her profits I. For this reason, though 
they are voiced by individuals and though they may ~~ the effect 
of serving soine interests, moral principles must be disinterested.
that is, they must ·be held to be required for reasons other ~ 
simply to serve some particular interest. When they represent or veil 
self-interest, they become something oth~ than-pemaps even the 
opposite of-moral. . . 

Suffice it to say, then, that mmality is a powerful mouvator capa
ble of moving peQPle to sacrifice their own interests and that a 
condition of its power is its disinterested natute. This is what makes 
moral philosophy susceptible to the challenge of Marxi91:"- Marxian 
theory analyzes ·societies by focusing on their econonuc s~tems, 
based on the fundamental material;st insight that human beings are 
animals who cannot do much of anything unless i:hCJ can assure 
themselves of·a steady diet, a bit of clothing, and shelter.~• 
Maix understood that societies we:re more complicated ~ ~
Crucial to Marxian theory is the notion that nonecorumnc social 
practices contribute to promoting and defending the existing eco
nomic ammgemen1-11. Among these supportive practices are th~ 
(education, religion, child rearing, and so ont that promote ~ 
beliefs in the population. And among these beliefs are moral beliefs. 
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Marxism recognizes the e:nmmous power of morality as a motivator 
and suggests that "that power is normally harnessed to the protection 
of existing social and ~c anangements. Rather than disinter
ested ideals, moral principles are ~ogical: They bestow sanctity 
on. the prevailing economic system ("Thou shalt not steal") and 
condition. people against using violence to change that system 
("Thou shalt not kill"). According to this 'view, the apparent disinter
estedness of moral principles only hides the fact that they serve the 
interests of some at the expense of others, and this enables the 
principles to work all the more effectively. Because morality be
~es something nonmoral- if not dowmigb.t immoral-when it 
tums out not to be disinterested, it is a challenge that moral philoso
phers cannot ignore. 

Marxism cballenges moral philosophy to reflect on. the asserted 
disinteres~ of moral ~ciples, and moral philosophy chal
lenges Marxism to determine whether - and if so, how- its practi
cal commitments are moral cornminnents. There is an obvious ten
sion between these two challenges. If moral principles tum out not 
to be disinterested, then they will lose their distinctively moral 
nature. But then this will apply to the moral principles that might 
underwrite the Marxian practical commitments (see Bottom.ore et 
al., 198 3: 341-2.J. If Marxism is right in holding that moral principles 
reflect particular interests, that will disqualify it from claiming that 
capitalism is morally wrong. If Marxiam is wrong in holding that 
moral principles reflect interests, theh moral principles will have an 
independence that leaves open the question of whether capitalism is 
morally wrong even if the Manian scientific analysis of capitalism 
is basically correc~ We shall see that this tension places novel theo
retical demands OD both Marxism and moral philosophy; Conse
quently, after considering the problem of the moral. status of the 
Marxian critique of capitalism and the problem of the ideological 
status of morality, I shall close this chapter by pointing out some 
ways in which neither MaIXism nor moral philosophy can ever be 
quite the same after each has faced the challenge of the other. 

MORALITY AND THE MAR.XIAN CllITIQUE 01' 
CAPITALISM 

Much recent disCU88ion by Marxist moral philoaophers has focused 
OD determining whether Marx thought that the ttanafonnation of 
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capitalism. into communism was a good thing on moral grounds. 
And if .so, did Marx think that the appropriate moral grounds were 
those of justice or of smne other moml ideal? Now, when wc try to 
figure out what Marx thought, wc must ICCOgDize that ~'sown 
written teStimonY. is our. only evidence. Marx could be DllStaken 
about what he thought or about how best to characterize it, and 
indeed, this is precisely G. A. Cohen's wise and wily concl~: 
u At least sometimes, Man. mistakenly thought that Marx did not 
believe that capitalism was unjust, because he was confused about 
juatice" (Cohen, 1983b: 444; italics in original). I shall say~ 
about this intriguing assertion later. For the present, let ua tum to a 
series of questions that m\J,St be answered. . . 

Before we can evaluate a Marxian moral critique of capitalism, we 
must determine whether that critique is rightly understood as 
moral. This question itself comes in two stages. Fust, we m~t ask 
whether Maaism entails a normative critique, and if it does, we 
must ask whether the norm appealed to ·is.a distinctively moral one. 
'I'he first of these questions is answered negatively by those who 
think that Maoism is simply a science of history that attempts~ 
pmlict the necessary and inevitable breakdown of capitalism and its 
replacement, via revolution, by communism (or, ~ gencrall!, 
first by socialism to be followed eventually by commumsm). If this 
is what Maai·sm is, then norms, moral or other, are inel.evant, ~d 
Marx's penchant for inserting them into his writing must be dis
counted 88 intemperateness. That Marx may have approved-of the 
changa he took to be necessary is an interes~ fact for Marx's 
biographers or Marx uivia fans, but troly beside the point. 

This interpretation of Mamsm comports with .such pronounce
ments of Marx's and Engel.s's as "The communists do not preach 
morality at all" {Marx and Engels, 5/1976: 2.47), as well as Marx's 
and Engel.s's criticisJD.S of contemporaxy ~~ who ~- the 
adoption of social;sm because of its moral supenonty to capitalism. 
Marx and Engels called such socialists utopian and distinguished it 
from their own. which they called sciea.tific. because it tried to show 
the necessity of socisJism u the outcome of actual tendencies _of 
capitalism (Engels, :r967: :r8s-ns). However, this is not a very satl.8-
.factory interpretation of Mamsm for the following~-

First, if the replacement of capi.talislll by commumsm 18 a neces· 
ssry event, there seems no point in anyone's lending a hand to the 
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development, as such participation is likely ~ be risky and the out
come is inevitable anyway. But .M8J'.r birnPl'ili felt moved to engage in 
political activity in support of the working class, and so he must have 
felt that things were not as inevitable as this account would suggest. 
And of coune, Marx was only the first Mam.st to engage in political 
activism. Large numbers of Maa:ists subsequently followed suit and 
now regularly view political activism as a natural ertension of their 
theoretical views. Such practical activity makes sense only (1) if the 
replacement of capitalism by socialism depends in some measure on 
human actions and thus on the choices that move human beings to 
act and (2,) if there are some norms that imply the appropriateness of 
action designed to help bring about the demise of capitalism. and the 
institution of communism. Moreovtt, the · events following Marx's 
death - in particular, the failure of revolutions in the advanced capi
talist nations, where Marx most expected it, the coming of revolu• 
tions inlargelyprecapitalist nations, such as Russia and China, and in 
general the rather smprising resilience of capitalism. - all cast grave 
doubt on any claim of straightforward historical inevitability. To hold 
this view of the th~ then, is to consign it to implausibility. 

I think that there is a kind of historical necessity in Marx's theory, 
but it is not of the sort that rulea out an important role for &ee 
human action. The necessity is a necessity of preconditions rather 
than of inevitable outcomes. That is, for Marx (as present-day social
ist nations arc reluctantly learning), capitalism is a necessary precon
dition for sociaJism .md communism. Capitalism provides for the 
rapid development of the technology that enables people to be liber
ated in socis1ism from unwanted toil, and it perlorms other services, 
such as creating a worldwide proletariat, cleaning away the cobwebs 
of irrational belief and hierarchy that characterize feudal and earlier 
~ods, and generally subjecting social relations to a harsh but pro
gressive mtiooaJi?-ation. Marx wrote in Capital: 

It ia the historical mission of the capitalist syatem. of production to raise 
~ material foundationa o£ the new mode of production to a certain 
degree of pe:dectioo. (Marx, 1981: 44,1) 

It ia one of the civilizmf upecta of capital that it enforces this anrplus• 
labour in• manner - .. more advantageouB to the development of the produc
tive forces [and) ~ relations . .• for a new and higher form. 

(Marx, 1981: 819) 
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This however sa- nothing about capitalism's inevitably being sup-' ' .,w there . 
planted by sociaJiun or communism And thus 18 room 
aplenty for individuals to do what they can to help that process 
along, asswning they think that ~ is a good thing to do_- It-~ 
fair then to maintain that becauae Marxism is as much an mntatlon 
to practice as to understanding, it must appeal to some no:nn, some 
value capable of justifying that practice. It is not, however, clear that 
this noxm must be a moral norm. 

Not all norms are moral norms. Ideal body weight, high marks in 
school, health, efficiency, and cleanlinP.88 att CUJ!'Ples of nonrnoml 
norms. Allen Wood contends that Marx saw nothing morally wrong 
with capitalism and condeumcd it because it gives rise to nonmoral 
evils: It cripples human creativity and engenders alienation and ser
vitude {Wood, 1981: 43J also 197.:a.1 1979). In Wood's _view, ~ 
Mam.am embraces a norm (the c]iminatimi of these evils), but 1t 18 

not a moral norm or ideal. But, this is a questionable view, for a 
number of reasons. Most importantly, because people act against 
these evils collectively and often risk their well-being or lives to 
eliminate them for others, it is not at all clear why thcac are not 
moral evils and their correctives moral goods. Moral systems often 
take human flouriahing and liberation &om servitude as part of the 
good at which they think actions ought to aim. Likewise, it might be 
maintained that wbateVCr value (othc:r than self-interest) a person 
acts for above all else is a :moral value for that pemon, in that that 
value has the importance and authorlty that characteristically mark 
moral values. At very least, such a pc;rson must believe implicitly 
that morality permits the actions that he or she pedorms (which, 
~ all, may include violence! in t_he name of those values and that 
would seem to bestow a moral status on those values. 

Wood's view here is intertwined with a related but different clahn. 
Wood was among the first of recent philosophers to deny that Marx 
condemned capitalism as unjust. 'Ibis is a position that can be enter
.tained even if we agree that Marx does condemn capitalism on~ 
moral grounds. Injustice - the denial or violation~ people'_s righ~ -
is not the only sort of moral ground on which a social practice might 
be condemned. Some moral views place the ultimate value on com
munity or benevolence, where people neither press th-;rr. rights on 
others nor govern their ueatment of others by others rights but, 
instead, voluntarily give of themselves and share what they have out 
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of love or~ feel.iug. And of course, many traditional moral con
ceptiona have no aplicit place for rights of the sort dear to those 
concemed_ w_ith the moral ideal of justice. For cum.pie, the Greeks 
placed the notion of virtue - a kind of individual excellence-at the 

-~~ of-th~ moral "\ision. and made no reference to the rights of 
~~vid~ vis-a~vis one another, and the Ten Cnmmandroents·pro
hibit specific acttona, such as Jdlljng, without suggesting or implying 
that what is wrong with those actions is that they violate someone's 
rights (this is why the commandment against killlilg condemns mur
der and ~cide equally, whCICaS if rights were at issue, killing some
one agamst his or her will would be drastically different in moral 
status &om killing oncseli voluntarily). I shall have more to say about 
alternatives to justice shortly; for the present, it suffices to note that 
justice is not the only ideal against which social anangements can be 
mo.rally judged. 

Wood is able to support his claim with a variety of quotations &om 
Maa, perhaps the most impressive being the following from Capital: 
"The value which its [the worker's labor power's] use during one day 
creates is double what the capitalist pays for that use ... is a piece of 
good luck for the buyer, but by no means an injustice towards the 
seller" (Marx_ 1977: 301 J. Later in the Critique of the Gotha Program, 
Marx characterizes notiona like that of "fair distribution" aa "obso
lete ~ rubbish" and "ideological ... humbug so common among 
the dem.ocmts and French Socialists" (Marx, 1974C: 347-8). More
over, in Gotha Man: offers a critique of rights that seems deBnitive. 
He contends there that rights invariably take people in a one-sided 
fashion (my right to my wage comes&om viewing me aa a worker and 
nothing else, such as a husband or a father), and because people are 
different in their various facets, this one-sidedness means that rights 
produce inequality (when a father of several children and a childless · worker:~ receive the wage that is theirs by .right due to their work, 
the ~t JS that the latter is richer than the former). On such grounds 
Man maintains that the worker's equal right to an amount of goocb 
that took-as much labor to produce as he has pedonncd lwbich Marx 
puts forth as the imperfect distributive standard of the flrst sugc of 
communism) is a right uof inequality, just like any other right," and 
goes on to assert that the final stage of communism-will be governed 
by the principle "From each accmding to his ability, to each according 
to his needs" (Marx, 1974c: 347). Wood and others rcgam this latter 
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principle as neither cmicemed with equality nor with ~ts, and thus 
itisnotaprinciple of justiceatalllWood, 1979: 292; ~- Re1rnan, 1983: 

157-9). 
Wood does not deny that MaJX has a conception of justice. Rather, 

he contends that £or Marx, justice is the correspondence between a 
transaction and the mode of production in which it occurs and that 
in~tice is the lack of correspondence. Here Wood quotes Marx, 
again from Capital: "The justice of trms~tions which go on_ be
tween agents of production rests on the fact that these tr.msaettons 
arise as natural consequences from the relations of production. The 
juristic forms in which these economic transactions appear as volun
tary actions of the participants ... cannot, being mere forms, deter
mine this content. They merely express it. This content is just when
ever it corresponds to the mode of production, is adequate to it. _It is 
unjust whenever it contradicts that mode. Slavery, on the ~ of 
the capitalist mode of produce, is unjust; so is fraud in the quality of 
commodities" (Marx, 1.981: 339). 

G. A. Cohen responded to this argument by pointing out that 
there are also passages in Marx's writings in which he characterizes 
the very same extraction of surplus labor that we saw him earlier 
calling "no injustice" to the worker as "theft of another's labour-· 
time" (Cohen, 1983b: 443; Marx, 1974(1: 705). Cohen writes:_ ~•N~w 
since, as Wood will agree, MaJX did not think that by capitalist 
criteria the capitalist steals, and since he did think he steals, he 
must have meant that he steals in some appropriately non-relativist 
sense. And since to steal is, in general, wrongly to take what rightly · 
belongs to another, to steal is to commit an injustice, and a sys«:111 
which is 'based on theft' is based on injustice." Cohen then CODSid
ers that Marx might not have reaJi"ZP.d ~t theft constitutes injus
tice and he concludes that the relation between the two "is so close 
tha; anyone who· thinks capitalism is robbery must be treated as 
someone who thinks capitalism is unjust, even if he does not realize 
that he thinks it is." And &om this, Cohen ends with the epigraph 
just quoted to the effect that Marx thought capitalism unjust but 
mistakenly thought he did not. 

Another venion of the denial that Marxism presupposes an ideal 
of justice was put forth by Robert Tucker (Tucker, 1970: 42--53). 
Tucker argues that Marx's moral ideal is embodied in comm~ 
and that communism is an ideal beyond justice. The argument m 
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brief is that justice i.s" an ideal for the settlement of conflicting 
claims that individuals make against one another. Rights generally 
limit what one person can do to another { "your right to swing your 
fist ends where my nose begins"), or they give one person a claim on 
another's action {e.g., rights to education or welfare), whether or not 
that other wauts so to act. Accordingly, the very ideal of justice 
assum~ that people will be pressing conflicting claims on one an
other, tliat they will stari.d in antagonistic rather than cooperative 
relations to one another. Commwµ.sm, by contrast, is held to be an 
ideal of communal solidarity in which antagonistic relations have 
been oven:ome and people need no rights or justice to persuade 
others to cooperate with them. 

Another way to state this view is the following: Both David Hume 
· and John Rawls think of justice as a virtue in specific_ "circum
stances of justice," namely, moderate scarcity and limited altr:nism 
such that people make confiicting claims and stand to benefit &om 
some shared way of adjudicating those claims. But communism. is 
held to be a society beyond the circumstances of justice. Believing 
~t justice is the highes~ ideal a society can achieve, then, not only 
:onsses the true virtue of communism., it does ideological yeoman 
service for capitalism by carrying forth the notion that scarcity and 
limited altruism and conflict are the inevitable fate of human beings 
and that proposals for their el;mination are utopian. 

These views assume that the dimination of antagonistic social 
~~ (which the ideal of communism. s~y .represents for Marx) 
18. eqwvalent to the c1iroination of the need to distribute things 
fairly am~ people once living in nonantagonistic relations. By 
"things" here,- I mean not only material objects but also that which 
must be ·divided up _in a society: living space, status, privileges and 
penalties, desirable and undesirable tasks, and so ori. It is possible 
that the need to distribute such things fairly among people is based 
on something more fundamental than antagonistic social relations. 
It might be based on the fact that individuals are physica]]y separate, 
mortal, and aware of it. This condition means that ~ch person's 
experience, even if it is only the joy he or she takes in others' happi
ness, is his or her own. It ~ as well that each pemon's time, 
even if it is the time ~t he or she spends ·joyfully working for 
~ers, is his or her own finite time. As long as people recognize 
these things and care about them, as long as they care about how 
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their limited time is spent, then it mayalwa-ys be-necessary to dis
tribute fairly among them benefits and burdens, tasks and rewards. 

AC(XJI'dingly, human beings- even those living in harmonious re
lati~ even filled with fellow feeling for one another-might al
ways ~t in the circmilstances of justice becauae ~ physi.cal 
separateness and mortality makes things count to them in ways that 
make the distribution of things matter. Moreover, because oppres
sion can be the result of policies made with good intentions, justice 
md rights can be important ~guards against oppression, even 
among people whose antag_onistic interests are at 11 minimum (Bu-
chanan, x98:a: 163-9). The view tha~ communism is beyond justice 
might be a mistake that results from the more plausible notion that 
once antagonistic relations are eliminated, justice ~ be so taken 
for granted as not to become an issue. But~ assumes_ tha~ commu
nism is just, not beyond justice. And even if commumsm 1S beyond 
justice in the sense that people freely share their time and posses
sions, a conception of justice will still be needed to detcrm.ine what 
is theirs to share. 

An earlier version of the ugument that Marx's ideal of commu-
nism is beyond justice can be found in the writings of tb;e .great 
Soviet legal theariat, Evgeny Pashukanis (1978). ~ukanis ~ 
that law las we understand it) is simply a reflecu.on of the social 
:relationship of capitalist exchange. In capitalist exchange, people 
must treat one another as fr;ee to dispose of whatever they happen to 
own. This e:usts first as a material fact in any workable system of 
recmring economic exchange, and law is only the "reflection" or 
codification of this material fact. Accordingly,_ law has as its central 
feature the idea of the "person," the individual as bearer of rights, 
primarily property rights over whatever he or she happens to own, 
including bis or her body. Aud legal relations aIC undentood as the 
mutually rational teonS of coexistence and cooperation of such per
sons. Pc:rsons aic not only separate, but their xclations are also con
flictual because their interests aIC. Each wants what the other has, 
with the least sacri6.ce to himself or herself. Pashukanis ugued that 
because soclaJism would e)iminat:e such conflictual inteRSts, it 
would eliminate law as well (a claim that helped get Pashukanis 
executed once Stalin began promoting law with a vengeance in the 

~~ . 
Pashukanis went further and ugucd that :morality lby which he 
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meant a Kantian-style morality that takes as its ccnttal notions 
mdi:vidual autonom0\18 penons and the mies that are mutually ra
tional to theml itself was a reflection of capitalist exchange and 80 
would follow it into extinction. In its place, Pashubnis envisioned a 
kind of managerial utilitarianism in which collective satisfaction 
would be efficiently pursued, without individuals pressing rights on 
one another. The problcma . with this view are much the same 88 
those with Tucker's. Even if the moral notion of individual rights 
arose with capitalism, it might nonetheless reflect important fea
tures of the human condition and provide important safeguards 
against well-intentioned oppression and thus might properly be 
thought of 88 among capitalism's lasting contributions (alongside 
technology! rather than among capitalism's ills. · 

Another version of the ugument that Marx's moral ideal is be
yond juaticc is Allen Buchanan's claim that for Marx the chief evil of 
capitalism is alienation 1198:a: 36-49). Primarily in his early writ
ings, especially the Economic and Phil.0&opbi.cal. ManU&cnpts of 
1844, Man speaks of capitalism as estranging the worker from his 
produce (the produce not only is owned by another but also adds to 
the other's power over the worker); estranging the worker from his 
labor (rather than a spontaneous and &ce expression of his creative 
~crs, his labor-his very life activity-becomes a task shaped and 
unpo~ on him by the capitalist as the very price of his living at all), 
estranging the worker from his fellow human beings (worker and 
capitalist stand in hostile relations, and the workers themselves 
become adversaries as they are forced to compete for jobs) .(~ 
1975: 3u-34}. Buc.hanan accepts the mguments !summarized ear
lier) that attempt to show that Marx did not think capitalist exploita
tion was an injustice. Buchanan contends instead the wrong of a~ 
ploitation is the fact that it is a fOim of alienation. Exploitation is a 
kind of harmful using of another person, and such· using estranges 
workers &om capitalists and ultimately estranges workers from 
their products and their activity as well. . 

There is little _doubt that Marx thought that capitalism. and exploi
tation were ~enating in this way. The problem with Buchanan's 
view is that after his early writings, Man: no longer speaks as if this 
~ the core evil of capitalism or of exploitation. Indeed, he largely 
retues the language of alienation after the 184,08, and it recun only 
in the Grtmdnsse, which Marx chose not to have published. .But 
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only if we agree that Marx did not view capitalism as unjust and yet 
believe that Marx condemned capitalism mOiilllywill we find plausi
ble B11cbaoao's view that alienation supplies the ground for such 
moral condemnation. For this reason, rather than being an argument 
against the notion that Marx held capitalism to be unjust, _Bu-
chanan's view presupposes that argument. 

'I'here are other xeasons to question the claim that alienation is 
the core evil of capitalism. First, because alienation happens not 
only between workers and capitalists but also among workers them
selves and among capitalists themselves, a focus on alienation blurs 
the centrality of the class relation to the Marxian critique and under
mine& as well the characteristic Maman emphasis on production. 
Buchanan in fact, uguea that alienation and indeed exploitation 
itself arc :U,t limited to production relations but occur in excbangc 
and more broadly in all interpenonal contexts in capitalism. Second, 
an emphasis on alienation seems suspiciously "psychological" and 
th.us out of step with Marx's materialism. l do not mean to suggest 
that alie:nation is not a real event in capitalism, but when Mau tells 
us that labor in capitalism is forced (because capitalists control the 
very means of earning a living and thus of living at all) or that the 
wage worker is a kind of slave (because he or she is forced to work in 

part for freel, it seems that the core evil here lies in the ~ and 
the slavery, not in the sense of estrangement that coercion and slav
ery no doubt breed (see Reiman, 1987a). · 

Another argument, related to the alienation view, is ~de in differ
ent terms by :Eugene Kamcnka and by George Brenkert (Brenkcrt, 
1981; KarncoJca, 1969). Here the emphasis in not on the estrange
ment per sc but on the fact that the products alienated from the 
worker stand against him as fetters on his &eedorn. The worker 
produces the factories and machines that the capitalist owns, and 
because the capitalist owns them, he is able to dictate the ~ of 
the worker's labor and indeed to force the worker to produce yet 
mme machines, and so on. According· to this ·view, Marx's moral 
commitment is to freedom, to emancipating the worker hom a sys
tem in which he baa no choice but to foige bis own cµains. Tbis has 
the advantage aver the general alienation view of comporting with 
Marx's continued :reference to capitalism as a form of slavery and to 
wage labor as forced_ Moreover, insofar as force and freedom are 
material facts, the suspiciously psychological quality of alienation is 
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avoided. Though this view is put forth, in particular by Bmnkert, as 
an alternative to the view that Marx condemned capitalism aa un
•just, I think that the two views are compatible. I shall say more 
about this later: 

The best known of contemporary Mam.st philosophers to defend 
the view that Marxism condemns capitalism as unjust is G. A. ~ 
hen. I have already mentiODC9 Cohen's argument for holding that 
this was Marx's view (notwithstanding Marrs possible confusion 
about what Marx believed). But Cohen argues independently that 
injuticc is the proper ground for the Manian c.ondemnation of capi
talism. The basic point is that even if owning the means of produc
tion gives the capitalist enough leverage to force the worker to work 
for him longer than the amount of Jabot time the worker gets back~ 
his wage, this will not count as exploitation if the capitalist is justly 
entitled to own the means of production (Cohen, 1983a: 316; see 
also Buchanan, 1987; Reiman, 1987a; Roemer, 198.2.b; 1985). The 
excbangr. of mme labor time for less is wrong only in a way that 
could support the charge that it is exploitation, that is, if the capital
ist is not giving the worker something else. If the capitalist is justly 
entitled to own the means of production, then be is contributing to 
the worker's use of those-means in return for the excess labor time, 
and so no charge of exploitation can be sustained. -To this, says 
Cohen: "I would reply that the said 'contribution' does.not establish 
absence of exploitation, since capitalist property in means of produc
tion is theft, and the capitalist is therefore 'providing' only what 
morally ought not to be his to provide" (Cohen, 1983b: 445). In 
short, exploitation presupposes that capitalist ownership is unjust. 

This argument seems basic-alJy sound. Exploitation is clearly a 
morally &eigb.ted term. It might be stipulated to be nothing but the 
description of~ extraction of surplus labor with no implied moral 
judgment, but that is an invitation to confusion. The term BXploita
tio.n is too hot for that. It should be used only where there is the 
intention of pointing to an extraction of labor that is in some sense 
wrong. Otherwise, we will have to call it exploitation if we foree 
crilJ'litiaJs to work as piroisbment or if (to use an mmple of Cohen's) 
poor unemployed people force others to provi~ rnioimllJD. support 

for them. If exploitation mus1; be wrong in order to be exploitation., 
then it cannot be that exploitation is wrong because of its effects, 
such as aµienation. Those effects cannot begin until exploitation has 
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itself begun, and it must already be wrong: The wrong then must be 
in the extraction itself, and because the atraction is a kind of taking 
of something by one person from another, the wrong seems to be of 
the sort that is appropriately thought of as injustice. 

The problem with Cohen's argument, however, in my view, is 
that it slips too easily into the notion that the sort of injustice that 
aploitation must be lor must manifest) is a distributive injustice, an 
injustice in the distribution ·of property. It is here that I think the 
view that sees· Marx as primarily criticizing capitalism for its coer
civeness and its violation of freedom has an important role to play. 
In these terms, one might argue that Marx criticizes capitalism in 
the light of a conception of social justice, that is, a conception that 
takes as"its ideal not some distribution of things but a certain social 
relation among persons. :following the condemnation of coercion 
and the valuation of freedom, we could think of this ideal social 
relatioli as one in which human beings stood ·to one another as 
"equal sovereigns/' that is, as each &eely able to direct hjs or her 
own destiny to the greatest·extent compatible with a like _freedom 
for everyone else. Not only would this make sense of Marx's condem
nation of capitalism as slavery and forced labor, it also would make 
sense of Marx's positive view of capitalism ~ part of the historical 
process by which human beings gain control over nature. As Marx 
sees history as the complex interaction of developments in the rela
tions of production and in the forces of production, so equal sover
eignty is fed by two streams; the-. e)jmin~t:ion of the subjugation of 
some people by others and the ~uction of natural constraints. 

IDl!.QLO~Y AND THI!. M.A.BJ[IAN CB.ITIQUI!. OJ! 

MORALITY 

Marxbelievedthatpartoftheexplanationforthedurabilityofexploit
ative·societies, such as capitalism, is to be found in ideology. Ideology 
refers to ideas that represent a society in its best light, as if it were the· 
highest expression of ~versal ideals. Because we are speaking of 
ideology in exploitative societies, those ideas mustcover over the fact 
of aploitation and make what is unjust appear justified. Accordingly, 
ideology contributes to the preservation of exploitative societies by 
misrepresenting them as just. A?, Marx and Engels write in The Ger
man Ideology, '!The ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch the 
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~ ideas, i.e. _the ~s which is the rulingmater.ial ~of society, 
IS at the same time its ruling :intdlectual. force." But we should not 
think of ~deology as conscious lies or propaganda, for among other 
~ans, 1t seems that the ruling class believes its ideas. Rather 
1deolo~ is a ~ection in ideal and jcfeaHzing terms of the society'~ 
material_ conditions. Marx and Engels continue: "The ruling ideas 
are nothing more than the ideal expression of the dominant. material 
relationships, the dominant material relationships grasped as ideas" 
{Marx and Engels, 5/1976: '59; italics in originalj. - . 

The chief theoretical reason for not thinking 1-bat ideology is con
sci~ deception is that Maaism is a materialist theory, one that 
undemtands social practices by tracing th~ to features of the domi
nant mode of production, mther than to features of people's psychol
o~ The illusion in capitalist ideology must be a result of how capi
talism actually presents itself to our view, just as the illusion that 
the sun goes around the earth is a result of how the heavens actually 
~t themselves to our view. "It is not the subject who deceives 
~elf, -~t reality which deceives him" {Godelier, 1977: 337; ital
ics m original; see also Reiman, 1987b). Applied to moral notions 
~hat we should expect from this is the following: The moral ideak 
m terms of which we judge capital.ism 81'.ise from capitalism as an 
idf!?H~ version of what is actually there. Then, when we judge 
w~t IS ac~y there in capitalisJ:n against those ideals, capitalism 
will approximate them and thus appear to be good and justified. 

The ~t example of this process is the moral ideal of liberalism, 
· the belief tha~ freedom- de.fined as the absence of physical interfer
ence with people's actions - is the most important moral value in 
tenns of which societies are to be judged. So defined, capitalism 
~ppears &ee and thus morally justified. Now, for Man, this is in an 
-~portant sense false: Man held that capitalism is a system of_ 

forced labour - no matter how much it may seem to result from 
&ee contractual agreement" {Man, 1974b: 819). This appearance of 
.&eedom ariaes .from the fact that for Matt, the force in capitalism. is 
not physical interference but the leverage that ownen of means of 
production hav.e over nonowners. To -understand how liberal ideol
ogy works, then, we need to underatand how its conception of free
dom as the absence of physical interference arises from what capital
ism actually is. 

Capitalism is free in the sense that labor power and other com-
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modities are bought and sold by both parties to any tran.SaCtion &om 
which violence is acluded. (If this were not so, Mall's labor theory 
of value could not work: Things would trade not in proportion to the 
labor time that went into them, but in proportion to the size of the 
muscles and arsenals of the traders.) Because physical coeicion is the 
most vivid threat to &eedom and b~cause it is one that people experi
ence or fear from childhood onwatd, it is normal to see capitalist 
trades or exchenp as free. It takes J larger theoretical analysis of 
the sort that .Mamsm purports to offer to see that such excbanp 
are in fact sub;ect to coercion at the level of the structure of owner
ship (much as it takes a larger theoretical analysis of the sort. that 
Copernicus presented to see that it is the earth that is moving 
around the sun). Moreover, beca~ exchanges punctuate all ttlation
ships in capitalism- that is, because the worker's tenure begins and 
ends with an agreement that the capitalist cannot violently force on 
him-it is as natural to see those cxcbanp aa the basis for all 
capitalist :relationships as it is to see the earth as the fixed ground 
against which other heavenly bodies are moving. Thus, it becomes 
natural for members of capitalist societies to view capitalism gener-

ally as free. 
Furthcnnorc, because capitalism requires freedom (in the sense of 

an absence of overt violence) in exchange, capitalism will survive 
only if exchange iclationships arc normally free in this way. Thus, 
members of capitalist societies will natmally come to see such free
dom as the (at ftrst, statistical) nonn and to sec overt violence as 
something to be resisted or corrected. As people come to apcct it, 
the statistical norm will be subtly tramformed into a moral norm. 
And then people will naturally assume that the content of the free
dom they value is the absence of overt violence. With this, we have 
the inain elements of a Marxian account of the doctrine of liberal
ism, with its characteristic definiti~ of freedom ~ freedom &om 
physical impediment or harm. The moral doctrine of li~ is 
then arguably "read off" the face o£ capitalism. And then the 1deo- · 
logical alchemy is complete. Because members of capitalist societies 
get their conception of freedom from capitalism, wi~t, of course, 
rec~gnizing t.bat this is the source or that this is a particular and 
limited conception, they naturally find that capitalism. matches 

their ideal. 
Ideology infects morality by the way in which our moral beliefs are 
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shaped by the very SJStem they are meant to judge. And we shall see 
that all the major contemporary moral ideals can be understood as 
reflecting features of capitalism.. In ~t - as we saw with liberalism.
those monl idca1a characteristically reflect features of acbange i.n 
capitalism and work by casting their ~ow from there to the whole 
capitalist mode of production. Marx says as much when he writ~ 
that the sphere of exchange 

within whoee boundaries the sale and purchase of labor-power goes on, is in 
fact a very Eden of the imlate rights o£ man. It is the eu:lusive realm of 
Freedom,-Bquality, Property amd.Bentbam. Picedom, becauae both buyer and 
seller o£ a commodity, let us say of labor-power, are determined by their own 
free will. They conuact as free penona .•. their. 00lltract is the final result 
in which_thei.r joint~ finds a commm legal expression. EqualitY, because 
each enters into Idatioo with the other, as with a simple owner of commodi
ties, and they exchange equivalent for equivalent. Proi,aty, becauae each 
disposes only of what is bis own. And Bentham, because each loob only to 
bis own advantage. I.Marx, 1977: ~8o) 

In addition to liberalism, the major contemporary moral doctrines 
are KaDtianism, social contractarianism, and utilitarianiam. In the 
remainder of this section, I shall briefly suggest how each might be 
viewed as embodying a moral ideal that is :read off the face of capital
·ist exchange, with the effect that each such doctrine is congenitally 
biased in capitalism's favor. For eaac of identification, I aba1l number 
the paragraphs in which each of the tbrcc ideals is discussed. 
_ I . Kantiani&m assumes that autmiomoua persons - distinguished 

by their capacity to sub;cct their behavior to their rational will-ue 
the keystone of its moral teaching. Moral rules are those principles 
that autonomoua persons can consistently will to be applied uni~ 
sally to all penons. For example, mmder is immoral because a person 
cannot consistently will that all human beings have the right to kill 
their fellows at their discretion, as that would require one to will that 
others have the right to kill oneself and ~t would conflict with one's 
own will to stay alive, pursue one's purposes, and so on. I have already 
pointed out thatPashukanis regarded this moral doctrine as reflecting 
the actual position of capitalist exchangers. Each must deal with the 
other strictly as a bearer of rights, particularly the right to determine 
the fate of one's P1:'°Perty. Because exchanges are free of violence, they 
are reaUw only when the wills of the exchangers converge in a 
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common will. Accordingly, the Kantian ideal is arguably an idealiza
tion of capitalist exchange relations, with the tendency to bestow on 
those relations the mantle of moral legitimacy. 

What is more, because Kant's notion of rati~ will assumes a 
will that is independent of material obstacles and inclinations, em-
phasizing it has the effect of discounting the effects of material 
inequality. on the relative power and thus the real &ccdom of indi
viduals; 'I1rl.s too reflecta capitalist exchange, because as the passage 
just cited from Mall suggests, exchangers treat one another as equal 
in their freedom to dispose of what they own, and accmdingly, their 
heedom is indifferent to the content of what they happen to own. 
11iis in tum supports capitalism by leading ua to believe that in the 
morally unportant respects, the owner of nothing but labor power is 
equal in, freedom to the owner of factories with wh~ he or she 
en.ten into conttactual agreement. 

Generalized to cover such issues as just punishment:, this view 
naturally treats the criJninal's economic deprivation as inclcvant to 
the freedom to cnrnmit a crime and thua to the deservingness of 
punishment. In an article, "Capital Pnnisbment," in the New York 
Daily Tribune on 18 February 1853, Marx comments that•:~~ 
only one theory of punisbment.w~ IeCOgJlizes human dignity m 
the abstract, and that is the theory of Kant," but he goes on to add: 

Looking, however, num: cloacly into the matter, we ~ that German 
idealism (which includes ltaJ,tiaoism} here, u in ID08t lDI~, ~ but 
given a t,amcendental sanction to the _rules of existing 80Clety. ~ it ~ a 
delusion to substitute for the real individual with bis real motives, with 
mui.tifari'ous aocial cm:umstanceS ~ upon him, the abstnction oi 
"free will" - one among the many qualities of man for man hiroaem ... Is 
there not a necessity for deeply reflecting upon m alteration in the system 
that breeds these Ciimes, instead of glorifying the hangman who aecu.tes a 

. . . 1 
lot of crlrnioals to make romn only for the supply oi new ones. 

2.. In its classical form, social contractarianism is the view that the 
principles of justice for aocieties arc those that it would beratu;mal for 
all human beings to agiee•toina "state of nature." Thisstateofn,ature 
is a condition in which human beings lack political institutions to re
solve conflicts among them. People arc thought of as self-interested 

. mdself-aggrandizingandthuapronetoconflict.w_iththeirfcllowa.Ac
cmdingly, it is rational for them to agree to some set of. political inati-
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tutions that would keep such conflicts &om buISting into open war
fare. Moreover, because they ~ self-interested, they are thought to 
mid it _in their interest to have some system of private property such 
that ea,ch is able to own the products of his or her own efforts. Conse
quently, the cJassical contractarians - Thomas Hobbes and John 
Locke- end up justifying the establishment of a society whose basic 
ou~es are those of a state that protects peopleagainst:riolencefrom 
~ another and establishes each person's right to private property. 

But where do the contractariam get their notion that human be
ings in a natural setting arc self-interested and self-aggmndizingl 
Marx held that capitalist societies ~ divided into public and private 
realms, the form.er being the s~te characterized by shared laws and 
common interests and the latter being civil society marked by the 
competitive pursuit of personal gain. People in capitalist societies 
lead two lives: They are citizens aa members of the state, and they 
are egoistic indi\'iduals as membeis of civil society. And concer:oing 
this distinction, Marx says in On the fewi.sh Qusstion, "Man as he is 
a member of civil society is taken to be the rBOl. man, IllDD as distinct 
from citiun, since he is man in his sensuous, individual and imme
diats existence, whereas political man is simply abstn.ct, artificial 
man" (Marx, 1975: 2.34; italics in origin.all. Then, what the classical 
contractarians took as man in the natural condition is man as he 
appears in civil society, that is, as- a participant in capitalist ~ 
nomic transactions. Human beings seen aa naturally self-interested -
and self-aggrandizing are human beings aa they appear in capitalist 
exchange, pressing their advantage, aiming at the best price for the 
least sacri6.ce or the most goods for the smallest cost, and the rest 
(see Macpherson, 196:1). If the social contract reads its conception of 
human nature a6 -the face of capitalism, it will be no SUipriae that 
the social system that social contractarians find ideally suited to 
human nature is capitalism. 

3. Utilitarianism rcgards the satisfaction of people's desires as the 
best measure of goodness mclthus it view& arrangementS that maxi
mize the ~te satiafaction of. all people's desires as morally good 
and just. 1'here-arc several ways in which- tbia docttine reflects as
pects of capitalist exchange. Pint, as Marx's :reference to Bentham 
(quoted earlier) indicates, utilitarianism baa been clwacteristically 
fonnulated in tandem with a view of human motivation in which 
each person is thought to pursue simply what m.a.kes him or her -
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understood as a separate individual-happy. This, we have aheady 
seen, is the view that follows from seeing human .beings as they 
function in exchange as one's model of human nature. It expresses a 
lundarnentally asocial conception of the self in which interests of 
human beings are thought to be naturally in conflict (see Brenkert, 
1981). Second, utilitarianism assumes that all human behaviors - no 
matter how unusual or particular- can be translated into a comm.on 
measure: utility or satisfaction. And this is precisely what occurs in 
exchange, in whlch unique and particular human productive endeav
ors are literally resolved into a common currency: money. In Tb.e 
GBnnan Ideology, Marx and Engels wrote: 

The apparent stupidity of merging all the manifold relations of people in the 
one relation of usefulness, this apparently metaphysical abstractfon, ~s 
from the fact that, in modem bourgeois IIOCiety, all relations are subonli
natal in practice to the one abstract monewy-commereial relation. ... 
Now these relations are supposed not to have the meaningpeculitU to them 
bot to be the~ and manifestation of BOD1e thinl relation introduced 
in their place, the rslation of utility. . 

!Ma.Ix and Engels, s/1976: 4091 italics in original) 

One effect of this abstraction is that when capitalist relations are 
evaluated in the light of utility,-all peculiarities of relations - boss
worker, rich-poor, master-(wageJslave - are dissolved. The social 
relations in which people stand are covered over with the abstract 
measure of quantities of utility ~ satisfaction., with the same blur
ring effect as would result from. reducing relations between slave 
owners and slaves t.o a relation between two quanta of satisfaction. 

In two additional ways, utilitarianism reflects and thus supports 
capitalism. When exchanges are free, we can ~sume that each party 
to the transaction agrees to it only if he or she believes that his or her 
situation will be improved by it. Although we ~ peer into .peo
ple's minds or hearts, we naturally assume that all free QC\]ange.s 
increase satisfaction for both parties. And from this, it is an easy step 
to conclude that t.o rna:rimjze satj.sfaction, we need only let people 
keep on trading voluntarily until no one thinks that he or she can 
improve on this by a further exchange. Suppose that we ~ter that 
excbange.s improve people's situations only when compared with 
their starting points and that we might thus produce even more 
satisfaction by altering people's starting points (that is, by redistrib-
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uting the ~tial assets that they bring to exchanges!. The .response 
will be that such redistributing will improve-some people's situa
tions and worsen those of others, and we cannot know for certain 
that the result will be a net improvement; But what we can 1mow for 
certain is that everyone will be improved (or think themselves im
proved) by free excbangp.11. Thus, utilitarianism naturally favODJ the 
continuation of exchange and noninterference with the initial distri
bution of wealth that forms the setting for that exchange. 

Further, one thing that capitalism does do - as Maa recognized -
is increase the amount of gooda produced in a society. All such goods 
arc; produced with an eye to selling them, that is, to getting them 
into a successful exchange, Because such goods ,will be &eely 
bought, we can assume that they will increase satisfaction for their 
purchasers, which is to· saY, that they will contribute to increasing 
the aggregate satisfaction of the whole society. That the gooda pro
duced may .serve false needs (induced by advertising or competitive 
pressures), that .the.re may be. an alternative set of goods that are 
more socially useful (good schools, good hospitals, good public trans
portation) and that might increase the aggregate satisfaction even 
more is, again, com.pared with the actual goods that are produced 
and voluntarily purchased, mere speculation. Because the transac
tions that lead to these actual goods being produced an~ sold are free, 
everyone seems to think that they will be made better ofi ·by them. 
By C9D-trast, to alter things so that a- different set of more socially: 
useful goods is produced is to force some transactions on some peo
ple (force some to pay by taxing, etc.), and this will make some 
unhappy in an amount that we cannot be sure will not wipe out-the 
(already speculative) gains hom the supposedly more socially useful 
goods. Again, utilitarianism SUpportS capitalism because it is poured 
&om the mold of capitalism. _ 

These examples of how moral beliefs may function as ideological 
supports for capitalisin because they have been wiconsciously mod
eled OD: the .relations that characterize capitalism co1J)d be multi
plied. The general point i.s. that if this is the case, then the moral 
beliefs at issue simply represent and legitimate the interests of those 
that benefit from capitalism. But as we saw at the outset of this 
chapter, when moral beliefs represent the interests of some at the 
expen8e of the interests of others, they lose their moral status. Jf 
morality is ideology, then it stops being morality. Consequently, 
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moral philosophy cannot establish the moral credentials of any puta
tive moral principle without adequately de.fending it against the 
suspicion that it is ideology. Marxism then forces itself onto the 
agenda of moral philosophy. 

WHAT• IS TO BE DONEl 

I have tried to sketch the points of contact between Marxism and 
moral philosophy and the general shape of the contribution that 
Maaian theory makes to contemporary moral philosophy. This 
amounts, in part, to an agenda of problems that Marxism raises for 
moral philosophy. I shall close by pointing to what I believe to be the 
main items on this agenda. 

Marxist moral philosophers must develop a coherent and defensi
ble moral theory with moral ideals that can account for the Marxian 
critique of capitalism as well as the Maman endorsement of social
ism and comm:unism. This will require supplying .Manrlan moral 
ideals with an 'independent justification. That is, a Marxian moral 
theory caunot simply accept sociaHsm or communism as its moral 
ideal- this would be to idealize these in the way that we saw ~ 
moral theories idealize capitalism. Capitalism is not evil simply be
cause it is not sociaHsm or communism, nor are these good simply 
becausetheyarenotcapitalism.Rather,ifcapitalismisevilandsocial
ism or communism is good, capitalism" must fail, and socialism or 
communism must succeed at fn161Hng some independently justified 
set of moral ideals. This has an implication that few Matxist moral 
philosophers appear to have recognized: If a Marxian moral theory is 
formulated with an open mind, it must recognize that the existing 
versions of socialism and communism are deq,ly flawed in ways that 
cmtld make them less satisfactory than existing capitalism, even in 
the light of Marxian moral ideals. And once this is seen, it follows as 
well that really possible SC1ciaHsm las opposed to. the model on the 
drawing boanl) may be less satisfactmy than is really possible capital
ism. It is not suf6.cient to compare existing capitalism with the mere 
dream of a truly liberating socialism or communism. . . 

Mamst moral philosophers must be able to explain how Marx
ism's moral theory-notwithstanding that it arises in the midst of 
capitalist societies las Marx's, scienti.6.c theory did) - escapes the 
taint of ideology. Frankly, I do not see how this can be accomplished 
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unless the apparently moribund project of establishing some moral 
doctrine as rationally neceasaiy can be revived. Any basis for moral
ity other than rational neces8ity must appeal to people's attitudes or 
intuitions or psychology, ·all of which are arguably reO.ecti.ons of the 
very social system that is to be judged. Any basis for morality other 
than reason,_ therefore, ~ congenitally defenseless before the 
charge of ideology. 

Because the problem of esca~ the taint of ideology is a problem 
for any moral claim, this last task is one that is incumbent on all 
moral philosophers, Marxist or non-Marxist. It represents the most 
evident way in which Marxism has pennanently altered the land
scape of moral philosophy. 
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